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Net Works is the second volume of a trilogy by Brett Steele and Francisco Gonzalez de Canales exploring the 
changing conditions of architecture in relation to modern technologies and experimentation. 
The book surveys the relationship between architecture and networks – as a way of thinking, as an organisational 
diagram and as a pedagogical tool. The atlas documents a longer and deeper history of the modern connective 
intelligence in architecture. The aim of this book is to unfold the genealogy of the engagement by architects with the 
network and machines of modern architectural life, showcased by more than 100 paradigmatic examples, presenting a 
pre-history of todayʼs architectural cultures.  
 
NOTE: 
The version of the chapter reproduced here is from a pre-publication proof.   
ABSTRACT:  
This book chapter identifies some important ideas and inventions that were bypassed by mainstream 
engineering in the mid-nineteenth century, only to be developed independently as fruitful ideas and 
structural solutions almost a Century later. 
William Bridges Adams is identified as a key visionary who succeeded in breaking away from ideas of 
linear structural framing, based upon mimicking previous structural forms in timber and stone, seeing 
the potential of two-way spanning structures in iron that heralded modern day space-frames. In his 
conceptual breakthroughs, Adams was able to understand many of the structural advantages offered by 
such structures. He was clear about distributed load-paths and saw the potential of repetition of small-
scale components for struts and node elements. Sadly, his ideas coincided with at a time when simpler 
and more conventional linear framing systems such as triangulated trusses had recently become 
calculable through mathematical formulas and graphic analysis.   
Extract from Bridges Adams’ prescient patent specification enrolled in 1851 by for his ‘Chain net floors 
and roofs’ : 
…And respecting that part of my improvements which relates to buildings, one portion consists in an improved 
mode of constructing roofs and floors, especially such as are required to be flat and of great span. And for this 
purpose I use a system of tension rods or chains, forming a network, …These girders abut together at their ends, 
and form lines of compression extending in two directions; thus the links … below form a tension system, and the 
girders … above a compression system, and the combination produces a rigid floor or roof, in which the strain is 
distributed in two directions at right angles to each other, and not in one direction as in common tie girders. And 
this arrangement gives great strength, and distributes the weight equally over the four walls or other supports of a 
building; and wedges or screws may be interposed at the abutments … which will have the effect of cambering them 
up when desired, or give a slight arching form to the floor or roof; … The length of the links is ten feet each… and 
the intermediate girders … are arranged to reduce the squares to five feet each. These open spaces may then be 
covered with squares of slate, or other eligible material; and the joints being caulked with an elastic piping or 
cording of gutta percha or caoutchouc, or other elastic material, the floor or roof so formed will be water-tight, and 
the effect of the framework of the floor or roof, seen from beneath, will be that of a groined ceiling, with the 
abutments of the groins connected and supported by tension bars; and it will be very susceptible of ornamentation 
to give a pleasing architectural effect; and when this roof is required to be lighted, the square spaces may be covered 
with thick glass, plain or coloured, or transparent or opaque, the elastic piping or cording, before described, being 
used to make it water-tight without putty. [British Patent – 1851 – 13,653]  
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